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ABSTRACT 

 
 

The Happiest Place on Earth is a feature-length film written, directed, and produced by 

John Goshorn as part of the requirements for earning a Master of Fine Arts in Film & Digital 

Media from the University of Central Florida. The project aims to challenge existing conventions 

of the American fiction film on multiple levels – aesthetic, narrative, technical, and industrial –

while dealing with a distinctly American subject and target audience. These challenges were both 

facilitated and necessitated by the limited resources available to the production team and the 

academic context of the production. This thesis is a record of the film, from concept to 

completion and preparation for delivery to an audience. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

 At this point in my artistic and academic career I have come to wholeheartedly embrace 

the idea that motion pictures, like any work of art, are comprised of the dialectic between the 

artistic text itself and the audience who perceives it.  No matter the proficiency of the artist, 

he/she is limited in his/her inability to dictate the perceptions of the audience in a way that 

parallels the limitations of any individual person to dictate the conditions of the world around 

him/her. Therefore, he/she is best served by embracing the inherent element of the unknown, 

treating it as a virtue that liberates the artist from the pressure of an impossible task.  The duty of 

the artist, then, is to utilize his/her expressive medium to intercede between himself/herself and 

the audience.   In doing so, the artist creates a finite metaphor for the human experience that 

works in the same manner as a prism, refracting the artist’s vision into a spectrum of potential 

meaning as diverse as its audience. 

 The graduate film program at the University of Central Florida is founded on the idea that 

imposing, accepting and embracing limitations are all essential to creating compelling cinematic 

art.  Insofar as thesis films must be produced digitally and must not accrue more than a $50,000 

“negative cost,” graduate student filmmakers in the program are already explicitly bound by 

technical and industrial challenges commercial filmmakers are not.  Insofar as they are working 

toward a terminal degree, graduate student filmmakers are challenged with creating an “original 

contribution to the field.”  Taken together, these dynamics offer a context within which emerging 

film artists are both necessitated and encouraged to challenge existing aesthetic, technical and 

industrial conventions of the cinema.  The Happiest Place on Earth was created with the 

conscious aim of exploiting this opportunity to challenge said conventions, and in doing so, 

explore the micro-budget model as a means to a “national cinema” in America.  
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Genesis 

The Happiest Place on Earth began as a collision between two events that occurred 

roughly two weeks apart in January 2009 as I completed my application to the Master of Fine 

Arts program in Entrepreneurial Digital Cinema at the University of Central Florida.  The first 

was expected, at least by that point in time, but was very personal.  The second was so far 

removed from me I would never have known about it were I not following the news, yet it 

resonated with me as a storyteller as soon as I heard it.   

Slightly before Thanksgiving in 2008, I had been informed that the local television 

station for which I shot and edited commercials would be eliminating my position at the end of 

the calendar year.   At the time it was a partial relief from a job I hated and I was hoping to be 

admitted to a graduate film program soon anyway, but by the time my last day of work came and 

went on New Year’s Eve 2008, I still had no job prospects and no idea how to provide for the 

living expenses of myself and my wife Amy, who’d quit her job to move with me when I took 

the job just six months earlier.   

In the first week or two of 2009, as I pored through COBRA documentation, learned how 

to file for unemployment benefits, and coped with the realities of jobless life, a news story broke 

about Marcus Schrenker, an Indiana financier who had attempted to fake his own death in an 

airplane crash near Florida to escape legal and financial woes.  Having just completed the 

paperwork to transfer my life insurance policy into my own name from my employer’s, it 

occurred to me what even a modest life insurance benefit of $100,000 could do for our 

household finances.  Even before I lost my job, Amy and I had scraped by paycheck-to-paycheck 

throughout our marriage without the means to establish a stable “nest” or start a family, so it 

would be a life-changing amount of money no matter the source. 
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It took mere seconds to conclude that beyond the obvious ethical concerns, any attempt to 

obtain that money while still alive and enjoy it together was doomed to fail.  Even if it didn’t, 

what would happen if the spouse who was supposed to be deceased actually died? How lonely a 

grief that would be for the widow as she authentically mourned her partner for the first time and 

furthermore, she would never get to enjoy the spoils of their scheme with him. 

This scenario called to mind a plethora of weighty thematic issues that seemed ripe for an 

indie film, and immediately the concept began to materialize.  Given the challenges of the 

graduate film program at UCF to which I was about to apply – microbudget production, 

filmmaker takes an active role in marketing and distribution, Florida locations – it seemed ideal.  

I wrote the treatment for a gritty neo-noir in the vein of Joel and Ethan Coen’s Fargo (1996), but 

without the laughs.  I submitted it with my UCF graduate application with the working title ‘Til 

Death Do Us Part and continued my job search in vain. 

After learning of my admission to the program, I used my prolonged unemployment to 

fill in relevant gaps in my film education before embarking on the scriptwriting process.  I 

binged on early gangster films like Scarface: Shame of a Nation (1932), ‘B’ movie noir like 

Detour (1945) and D.O.A. (1950), art-house classics like The Bicycle Thief (1948) and 

contemporary ‘Indie-wood’ fare like The House of Sand and Fog (2003) and Little Children 

(2006).  These films revealed the relationship of the gangster to his socioeconomic context, 

reinforced the sense of fatalism ultimately fulfilled by the downfall of the noir protagonist, and 

illuminated a contemporary trend of independent films in which social malaise boils over into 

desperation. 

These ideas all seemed pertinent to the screenplay gestating in my brain, but the proposed 

film project was still lacking something, and I could not muster the drive to begin.  Then I 
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stumbled across a National Geographic article examining Orlando – a place to which I’d never 

been but would soon be moving for three years – as a microcosm of the millennial American 

city.  Two verses of “When You Wish upon a Star” reprinted inside this article provided the 

inspiration I needed: 

When you wish upon a star 
Makes no difference who you are 
Anything your heart desires 
Will come to you 
 
If your heart is in your dream 
No request is too extreme 
When you wish upon a star 
As dreamers do. 

It all began to add up: the mythos of upward mobility, perpetual progress, and unlimited 

individual potential are intrinsic to the American Dream, but blind allegiance to these principles 

has devastating effects.  It helped spawn the economic crisis that cost me my livelihood.  It is the 

tragic flaw that drives the gangster to both his rise and fall, and what leads the noir protagonist to 

“indulge the weaker side of his nature” as Roger Ebert puts it.  The dissonance between this 

dream and reality leads to the domestic malaise and desperation in the social melodrama, as 

characters achieve what they believe they ought but find themselves dissatisfied, or chase after 

their dreams in vain only to be spiritually broken when they remain out of reach.   

All these conflicts are rooted in an ethos of American exceptionalism celebrated by the 

loudest voices in our culture, but one that is as much a fairy tale as Walt Disney’s Pinnochio 

(1940), in which the song quoted above first appears.  This idea formed a conceptual spine 

highlighting the thematic weight of my original idea, and sparked the realization I was not 

simply writing about a financially struggling couple turning to crime to solve their problems, but 

a story that must probe the underlying collective unconscious that spawns such schemes.   
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Middle-class ideals widely considered the most viable pathways to happiness – true 

lasting love, material security, and a safe “nest” in which to raise a family – have grown 

increasingly elusive in America over the last thirty years. Wealth has been distributed upward, 

jobs have been distributed overseas or evaporated entirely, the national debt has skyrocketed, 

personal debt has dwarfed personal savings, and the marriage rate has steadily declined. In light 

of these developments, clinging to these core beliefs of the “American Dream” as presented by 

the movies would seem a willful act of delusion.  

Yet all it took was a look in the mirror to see someone suffering from such a delusion, 

and the fallout ensuing from the collision of that delusion with reality. I saw a similar reflection 

in the eyes of my peers, as all of us struggled to fulfill the expectations we had formed as 

children brought up to believe that, to quote film critic Robin Wood, America is “the land where 

everyone actually is/can be happy.” Having found both my true subject matter and my target 

audience, I cued up Desaparecidos’ 2002 album, Read Music/Speak Spanish and began to write. 

Struggling With Story 

Initial drafts of the screenplay, newly christened The Happiest Place on Earth, presented 

challenges on multiple fronts. The male and female lead characters are archetypes designed to 

serve as stand-ins for a diverse American populace, thus delivering universal thematic weight. 

Yet contemporary audiences demand fully realized characters with a clear-cut human dimension, 

not allegoric ciphers. The balance between the lead characters was also problematic, due to the 

fact that the lead couple is essentially a split protagonist. Maggie and Jonah Price take turns 

dominating both screen time and the audience’s point of view, but each are driven and undone by 

the same blind allegiance to the American Dream, in their own distinct ways.  
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Furthermore, several plot elements – a mysterious disappearance, investigation into 

possible insurance fraud – suggest a generic conventions of the film noir, while others – a 

victimized female lead, the domestic suburban setting, accidental deaths (suspected and actual) – 

suggest generic conventions of the melodrama.   Readers perceived these genres to conflict not 

only with one another, but also with the “ripped from the headlines” milieu in which the story is 

set. 

This hybrid genre is carefully meditated, as both the melodrama and the film noir are the 

American film genres that most frequently address issues of agency and fate.   For example, in 

“Agency and Fate in Lady from Shanghai” Robert Pippin points out that: 

“The brilliant achievement of the core group of great noirs is to 
show how terribly limited explanations that focus on the moral 
psychology of individuals turn out to be, given how little of the 
future they can actually effect as individuals” (Pippin 217) 

 
In his chapter on melodrama in Hollywood Genres, author and scholar Thomas Schatz describes 

how the term ‘melodrama’ is generally applied to stories that depict “a virtuous individual 

(usually a woman) or couple (usually lovers) victimized by repressive and inequitable social 

circumstances” (Schatz 222). 

These two concepts run counter to Hollywood convention in the age of the blockbuster, 

as detailed by documentarian and scholar Gary Hawkins, in distinguishing regional cinema 

(specifically Southern) and independent cinema from Hollywood cinema:  

“Hollywood films tend to present staged truths that amount to a 
generalized lie.  Then they tell that lie over and over and over, and 
people love them for it.  If your Southern story doesn’t buy into this 
lie, you’re sunk.  And what is this lie? The lie is you are master of 
your own destiny.” (31) 

 
One of the core thematic constructs of The Happiest Place on Earth is derived from the idea that 

the fatal flaw of the American Dream is its presumption of how much the individual can control 
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his or her own level of happiness and economic success, an idea encapsulated by John Steinbeck 

when he explained “socialism never took root in America because the poor see themselves not as 

an exploited proletariat but as temporarily embarrassed millionaires.” 

Similarly, Maggie and Jonah Price perceive their destiny to be the American Dream of a 

house full of kids with a backyard for them to run around, if only they take upon themselves the 

responsibility of achieving that destiny.  The plot of the film unfolds due to their respective 

responses to social reality challenging said perceived destiny; the entire narrative is structured as 

a series of revelations of the futility of the common man and woman to transcend that reality, 

regardless of their “best-laid plans.” 

However, through the first several drafts the execution on the page pushed this construct 

to the limits of what contemporary audiences will accept, with the characters lacking enough 

detail and dimension to preclude readers from judging them rather than empathizing.  

Furthermore, their plight was entirely driven by forces beyond their control, most obviously in 

the ending.  This over-simplified the issues I was attempting to address, pinning all the blame on 

an cruel and indifferent universe and not making the characters – and through them, the audience 

– complicit in their own destruction through their failure to recognize and adapt to the difference 

between their expectations and reality.   

Two concurrent developments proved instrumental in solving these script flaws.  The 

first was my discovery of Robin Wood’s article “Ideology, Genre, Auteur” while teaching my 

American Cinema class.  Wood not only outlines eight capitalist principles “so insistently 

embodied in and reinforced by the classical Hollywood cinema … inherently riddled with 

hopeless contradictions and irresolvable tensions” but also four character archetypes.  These 

archetypes highlighted the tensions within each character.  Namely, the “hopeless contradictions 
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and irresolvable tensions” between Jonah’s roles of  a “settled husband/father” and an 

“untrammeled man of action” shaped the arc of his character, while the same conflicts in 

Maggie’s choice between serving as the “endlessly dependable mainstay of hearth and home” 

and the “erotic woman,” shaped her role in the story. The other capitalist principles clarified the 

thematic structure of the story by articulating it in a way I never could. 

This primed my admittedly stubborn artistic impulses to be receptive to a suggestion 

from Ula Stöckl that I find an analogue in my story to a motif in The Marriage of Maria Braun 

(1979) dir. Rainer Werner Fassbinder, in which the heroine accidentally kills herself in an 

explosion and house fire after engaging throughout the film in the dangerous habit of lighting her 

cigarettes with the pilot light of her gas stove.  We both agreed that whatever this narrative 

thread turned out to be, it had to be rooted in the socioeconomic plight of the lead characters, and 

perhaps some more minor careless risk they took to overcome it.  It didn’t take long to discover a 

solution that also offered an opportunity to share some of Jonah’s background organically, and 

thus flesh him out as a character in the same way I had begun to understand and emphasize 

Maggie’s specific humanity. 

 “Your Budget is Your Aesthetic” 

The script would continue to be refined even after these changes, but it was also 

specifically designed to be adapted throughout the production as necessity demanded.  The 

challenges of the micro-budget model loomed over the entire project, despite the fact my prior 

filmmaking experience had only ever existed within the micro-budget model.  The two shorts 

that comprised my graduate admissions portfolio were shot in the streets and the homes of the 

actors on borrowed cameras, edited at work, and completed for whatever might be in my wallet 

on a good day.  Given that the UCF Film Department had set a budget limit of $50,000 for its 
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graduate features, I had started out thinking that given the affiliation with the school and the 

business classes we were required to take, $50,000 must be an easily attainable mark; after all, 

why else had they set that limit?  However, I had no idea where I was going to find $50,000 – or 

$15,000 for that matter – so I did my best to keep the project as lean as possible. 

To do so, I returned to the source that had initially convinced me I could actually make 

films outside the Hollywood machine, the same 2002 Oxford American article by documentarian 

and author Gary Hawkins, entitled “Chicken House Cinema” quoted previously regarding the 

difference between Hollywood and independent/regional filmmaking.  Back in 2002, this article 

had served as my initial introduction to the Dogme 95 movement, in which filmmakers discipline 

themselves to shoot exclusively on location and in available light, using handheld cameras, direct 

sound, and the environment as they find it.  The “supreme goal” of these restrictions is to “force 

the truth from … characters and settings.”   

I had been fascinated by this idea throughout my experience as an amateur filmmaker and 

TV production professional, although while serving as my own camera operator making short 

films and commercials, I had steered clear of handheld cinematography due to my own 

deficiencies in that area.  I had also balked at the aspect ratio requirement, the absence of 

directorial credit, and the restriction against separating sound and image.  However, given my 

deliberate intention to counter the ideological tendencies of the commercial cinema, and replace 

them with the truth, it seemed natural to adopt this philosophy aesthetically as well. 

While I aspired to total Dogme 95 purity, I ultimately decided simply to embrace the 

spirit of the movement, including the idea the rules can and should be broken when necessary.  

The film’s soundtrack features expressionistic elements, realistic sounds that could not be 

captured simultaneously with the image, and in its final form, will be accompanied by an original 
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score, all prohibited by the “Vow of Chastity.”  Some interior night scenes are lit with daylight-

balanced bulbs in practical fixtures, and the principal location was altered, although much of the 

set dressing occurs or is suggested via on-camera action.  However, our efforts to conform to the 

Dogme “Vow of Chastity” profoundly impacted our production model and the screenplay. 

I had already absorbed the prohibition of “superficial action” and genre films into my work, as 

affirmed by much of the feedback to the screenplay, which focused on its failure to adhere to the 

conventions of either the character-centered “domestic tragedy” or the crime/mystery film, a 

debate which continued into post-production.  I had also resisted many plot suggestions to solve 

this dilemma (unexpected pregnancy, murderous double-crossing) that would not only impose 

genre on the story, but also violate the rule banning “superficial action.”   The fact that this self-

imposed limitation remained unspoken in script conferences no doubt intensified the conflict 

over the script. 

From an aesthetic and technical standpoint, the choice to embrace a philosophy like 

Dogme 95 transforms the limitations of the microbudget production model from liability to 

liberation.  The restrictions on camera movement and lighting drastically reduce setup time, thus 

increasing the potential pace of shooting.  This facilitates a more ambitious schedule and allows 

for spontaneous creativity from the cast and crew, whether that is re-thinking coverage and 

compositions (or composing on the fly), or shooting more and longer takes.   Perhaps most 

importantly, it accommodates the element of the unknown. 

Taken together with the Dogme 95 restrictions on locations, props, and settings, this 

shooting style also means that both the crew size and budget can be streamlined.  Particularly 

when using DSLR cameras and existing lighting fixtures, grips and electricians become 

superfluous.  A crew with a smaller footprint facilitates access to far more locations and insures 
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less interference from outsiders.  The art department’s responsibilities shift from designing new 

spaces and building or purchasing most of the set dressing and props to re-appropriating existing 

spaces for the purposes of the story and crowd-sourcing props and set-dressing among the cast, 

crew and the social networks of both.  This minimizes the number of regular art department 

personnel required on set, but increases the responsibilities of the production designer, as well as 

requiring the entire cast and crew to participate in location scouting and procurement of props 

and set dressing.   

All for One, One for All 

A streamlined crew with more responsibility calls for more equitable compensation 

among the filmmaking team, but this again raises the omnipresent issue of capital, of which the 

project was already lacking.  Most independent films, particularly on the microbudget level, are 

products of a few key benefactors – a handful of friends, family, and the filmmakers themselves 

– who each put up a significant portion of funding, in exchange for a share of profits, if any. 

There rarely are. 

This traditional financing model was not an option for me.  I come from rather modest 

means, which were exacerbated by nine months of unemployment before entering the UCF 

graduate program.  I am not well-connected to anyone independently wealthy or philanthropic to 

the point of being able to sustain my film project on their own or amongst themselves.  In fact, 

one of the very reasons for the project’s existence is the fact that, like most Americans, I have 

experienced perpetual financial pressure in my life, and so has most everyone I know well.  And 

to top it off, our nation is only now beginning to emerge from the worst economic conditions 

since the Great Depression.   
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My solution was Internet crowd-funding.  Relying on the same principles public 

broadcasters use to stay on the air, and that President Obama used to fund his 2008 campaign – 

small contributions from many different sources – artists of all stripes have begun funding their 

projects online using sites like Kickstarter and IndieGoGo, among others.  Donors are 

incentivized through perks – usually merchandise, or specialized experiences related to the work 

being funded – and campaigns are organized according to specific amounts and specific goals.   

Kickstarter is an “all or nothing” funding option; if the targeted amount is not raised in 

the specified amount of time, none of the donors are charged and no money is allocated to the 

artists.  That said, Kickstarter takes no fee from funds raised; they go entirely to the artists.  

IndieGoGo takes a percentage of funds raised (4 percent if the goal is reached, 9 percent if it is 

not), but the artist receives something regardless.  More confident in my ability to trim my 

budget than to raise capital through other means, and having seen Kickstarter campaigns of 

others flame out spectacularly, I opted for IndieGoGo.  Had I realized how much of a sure thing 

it was, I would have also applied for fiscal sponsorship through Fractured Atlas (who connected 

me with my insurance provider) to make all crowd-funding contributions tax-deductible, but I 

expected to be turned down, and allocated my time elsewhere. 

We augmented this campaign with private donations through the Enzian Film Fund, 

namely from my family, which helped offset production insurance costs, and my in-laws, who 

paid the retainer for the lawyer who drew up the operating agreement for Unwashed 

Entertainment LLC and our contracts.  Fellow producers Kate Jacobs and Julie Opala worked to 

develop a strategic series of fund-raising events, highlighted by a “bikini bake sale” in which 

Julie enlisted her friends to don swimwear and hawk baked goods on area college campuses 

during the week following spring break.  This netted just above $230, a rather poor return for the 
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time and effort that went into it, to say nothing of supporters we may have lost by offending their 

sensibilities with a lowest-common-denominator appeal. 

Crowd-funding is an endurance test and an incredibly humbling experience.  Because I 

lacked the resources to churn out content for my IndieGoGo page, I spent the six weeks of my 

campaign shamelessly plugging my project via social media multiple times per day.  I linked it to 

news stories about the economic crisis, my personal story of losing my job, and tried every 

angle. During the home stretch, I settled into the habit of breaking down the goal into smaller, 

measurable chunks measured in terms of the perks donations earned.  The bulk of the donations 

came in the final week.  This seems to be typical of most crowd-funding campaigns, regardless 

of how long they run, which argues for shorter campaigns, around 30 days, if possible.   

Donations-only funding facilitated a new business structure for our LLC inspired by the 

very subject of the film.  Because it seemed unfair – and absent of a Private Placement 

Memorandum we could not afford, illegal – to have a benefactor simply write a check and 

recoup the profits for our hard work, we offered business partnership to every cast and crew 

member, offering an equal ownership share in lieu of salary.  While microbudget films rarely 

make much money, because we were funded entirely through donations, our only obligation is to 

produce and distribute the merchandise to our crowd-funding partners.  After that, screenings 

and merchandise sales result in pure profit, to be allocated equally among all those who worked 

on the film. 

This should have made preproduction and fund-raising far more equitable.  However, 

because we lacked the initial $2500 quoted by an experienced local entertainment attorney to 

draft our operating agreement and contracts, and had to settle for a less-experienced music 

lawyer who had to author the documents from scratch without having done anything so complex 
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before.  We did not distribute our operating agreement until early April, with only a week left in 

the campaign.  Even then, the novelty of such an arrangement left many on our production team 

confused about the implications, negating many of the expected advantages.   

I still believe this organizational structure to be a viable and potentially game-changing 

method for independent films to deal with both budget constraints and crew management, but it 

needs refinement.   It is imperative that producers using this method retain the services of an 

experienced entertainment attorney early on in the process, before anyone else is attached to the 

project, because of the complexity of the arrangement.  Ideally, the attorney would also be a 

business partner in the company, who would then be on hand to answer any questions as 

additional cast/crew members and/or their representatives signed onto the project.  I would also 

recommend that the artistic head of the production – in this case, the writer/director – not serve 

as the sole managing member, but one of multiple managing members.  Perhaps the producers 

and the attorney could be the others.   

Finally, I would recommend that business partners strongly consider dividing ownership 

of the company into a far greater number of shares than members, and then allocated according 

to days worked.  Every day worked – or other benchmark reached – would earn a particular 

number of units, which would translate to a final ownership stake.  This might deflate some of 

the egalitarian spirit that governed our agreement, but it takes into account the realities of team 

play – no matter their equal financial stake, a set dresser or voiceover actor is not going to 

contribute the same degree of time and energy to fund-raising, crowd-sourcing necessary 

production materials, or labor – as a department head or principal cast member. 

Despite the fact that its potential was not fully realized, I do believe that this egalitarian 

business model did earn me goodwill as a first-time feature director who was basically an 
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unknown quantity.  This generosity, along with a screenplay they found engaging, helped ensure 

cooperation and benefit of the doubt from my collaborators that might have otherwise been 

difficult to achieve.  It also was an organic and necessary extension of the thematic framework of 

the project itself, which helped to legitimize our artistic aims by again challenging accepted 

conventions of the movie industry in a way specific to the subject matter.  I imagine that as my 

filmmaking career continues, I will utilize this model again, attempting to implement the 

improvements advocated above. 

Human Capital 

One of the key reasons I believed in and continue to advocate this alternative business 

model is the belief that those who actually do the work of making movies are the most important 

determinant of the final product. The best resource we had at our disposal throughout the project 

was our people, all of whom were passionate about filmmaking and connected with this 

particular project whether due to its ambitions and aims, the opportunity it represented, or their 

relationships with the other people on board.  Given that after my first year in the program, I had 

no idea who would be helping me make my film, it is still humbling and surprising I managed to 

assemble such a competent cast and crew without offering more than a co-ownership stake and 

occasionally, internship credit. 

The first collaborator to come on board was cinematographer Jeffrey Gross, who 

approached me in the fall of 2010 after hearing about my project through Marc Casilli, whose 

debut feature The Last Two Years of David Brachman he had just finished shooting. He thought 

the story sounded interesting, as well as the opportunity to work in a more raw and realistic 

aesthetic.  When he was the first to bring up the Dogme 95 Vow of Chastity in our conversation, 

I suspected I was talking to the right person.  Jeff brought along Alex Lazin and Austin Boggs in 
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the camera department, and Joe Caulfield, who made up the sound department by himself.  We 

had an opportunity to shoot a scene together for my Advanced Directing class, and all seemed on 

the same page, meaning the core of my crew was coming together.  Austin later ascended to the 

role of assistant director after two others who had agreed to the position fell through, but I doubt 

either of them could have done a better job of organizing our shoot or keeping it on schedule. 

Also in fall 2010, I met Elizabeth Sutphin, who had served as production designer for The 

Last Two Years of David Brachman and was a classmate of mine in the graduate section of Film 

Production Management.  Seeing me as someone more organized than other student directors 

with whom she had worked and in search of more credits on her way to her MFA in Theatrical 

Design at UCF, she agreed to serve the same role on my film. Given that she is also a performer, 

she also acted in the Advanced Directing scene I shot and in the film, provides voice-over for the 

emergency dispatcher at the end. 

I found my producers in December 2010 after striking out on several previous attempts.  

Kate Jacobs was a standout in my American Cinema class that fall, showing an impressive 

learning curve and a thorough understanding of the same kind of material I would be handling in 

my film.  Julie Opala came aboard after overhearing Kate discuss the project with Lisa Cook and 

soon signed on, serving as another reminder of the benefits of embracing the unknown.  She 

brought an assertiveness, ambition, and fun-loving personality to the hard work of launching and 

maintaining a production.  Her skill set was enhanced when she, too, took my American cinema 

class the following spring. In fact, with the exception of our craft services coordinator, Sydni 

Gonzalez and location scout Joe Sweredoski, the rest of the crew – digital asset 

manager/assistant camera Ben Taylor, editor Alan Parker, script supervisor Ryan O’Grady, stills 

photographer Raqeebah Zaman, set dressers Richard Russell and Sarah Cole – and even the 
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second unit photographers – Enrique Fernandez-Bravo, Aleksey Siman, and Benjamin Michel – 

were culled from the ranks of my American Cinema classes.    

Casting began in mid-January 2011 and the initial postings on Mandy.com and Green 

Room Orlando yielded a rather high volume consisting mostly of mixed results.  I held three 

initial casting sessions by invitation only through mid-February.  During these sessions, I didn’t 

even bring a camera along; the ability of performers to connect with the script, their partners, and 

take my direction were all more important than how they looked on camera.  Screen tests were 

saved for callbacks at the end of February.   

All four of these sessions were run more like a rehearsal than the typical “cattle call.”  All 

sessions were scheduled by appointment, so I could fill every role in each scene read with a 

candidate for that part.  This enabled me to see two and three actors at once, and gave me a better 

idea of what actors were capable of in a working environment rather than an audition.  Each 

scene was run multiple times, with adjustments offered in between, which also helped to sharpen 

my directorial instincts regarding my script.  I cast some of the smaller roles on the strength of 

these initial roles alone.  However, I was running into a scarcity of potential candidates for 

Jonah, and thus revisited an intriguing candidate who had submitted for the role online, soliciting 

a video read from Tom Kemnitz, Jr, a New York area actor who trained at the Stella Adler 

Studio. 

Before callbacks, I provided my finalists with the entire script, in order to gauge how 

they would approach a complete character rather than isolated individual scenes.  At the callback 

sessions, in addition to trying several casting configurations for each scene and shooting them to 

capture the performances for later evaluation, I also conducted “in-character” interviews.  These 
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interactions allowed me to evaluate both the finalists’ improvisational ability and the degree to 

which their understanding of my characters fit my vision. 

I made most of my casting decisions by the end of the callback sessions, but still found 

myself floundering regarding the key roles of Maggie, Jonah, and Ellen. The role of Ellen was 

particularly problematic in that two of the three finalists for the role of Maggie had strong 

accents, which did not match that of the sole strong candidate for Ellen.  I had to cast a wider net.  

Marco DiGeorge, who had already been cast as Evan Sterling, offered to arrange a read with one 

of his older acting students at Truthful Acting Studios, and producer Kate Jacobs approached 

UCF adjunct faculty member Peg O’Keef about whether she would be interested in the role of 

Ellen.   These additional one-on-one additions assuaged my insecurities about the role of Ellen 

from a performance standpoint, but the problems of casting a relationship remained. 

I met individually with three finalists for the role of Maggie in an attempt to get to know 

them better.  Maggie would have the most shooting days, and as written, take the most emotional 

risks, so it was imperative that I be able to find someone with whom I could work comfortably.  

Each meeting went well enough, however, that I was left with little to distinguish between my 

finalists, so I returned to the recordings of the callback sessions, a task complicated by a digital 

media management issue that lost some of the footage for one of the candidates.  However, upon 

review of these recordings, it became clear that Jennifer Faith Ward’s performance in the 

auditions was the most natural and least forced of the three.   Furthermore, she had an extensive 

fan following and social network due to her horror filmography that I anticipated could be useful 

in fund-raising and networking. 

Peg O’Keef is another example of “value added casting;” in addition to the assuredness 

of her audition performance, she also brought a great deal of “script sense” as a collaborator, as 
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evidenced by her teaching load at UCF.  Thankfully, Peg and Jennifer were also the candidates 

least plagued by accent and appearance compatibility issues, thus making the most natural fit 

between mother and daughter of any candidate. 

I sent Tom Kemnitz, Jr. the full script for the purposes of a “video callback,” as to better 

compare him to the local candidates for Jonah.  His readings were also less forced and more 

natural than his competitors for the part, although it still gave me pause to cast someone without 

ever having met him or worked with him in person, in addition to the logistical concerns of 

transportation and lodging, which was not an issue with the other actors.  Ultimately, however, 

Tom connected enough with the project that he offered to drive himself down, and we found 

living quarters for him through most of the shoot in the principal location, and for the final week 

in producer Julie Opala’s house.  This concern addressed, he signed on, and we were fully cast. 

I am rather pleased with the majority of the cast and crew decisions.  I certainly would 

have appreciated more experience and availability from the crew.  This is less a matter of 

displeasure with the performance of any single member of the crew than a preference for a crew 

capable of working more independently so my energies could have been better distributed.  

However, the aforementioned lack of compensation and confusing communication regarding 

ownership stake prevented this. 

My regrets regarding casting are rather nitpicky. I wish I had delegated the scheduling 

and administration of the process to my producers, freeing me to focus on performance nuances 

and give adjustments.  I also I wish I’d been able to run the entire cast through the same audition 

process, and truly test every combination I considered.  I wish I’d held specific voice-over 

auditions rather than simply casting actors who did not make the cut for onscreen roles, perhaps 

even approaching SAG performers, as the cost-benefit ratio could have been rather favorable.  
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Perhaps most significantly, I wish I had paid more attention to production value for the “in-

character” interview segments, as they would have been a great source of content for the website, 

fundraising “pitch video,” and EPK content.  That said, though, all of the actors – even those 

who were not cast – were highly complimentary of my process, saying it was one of their better 

audition experiences. 

“Capturing” the Film 

As compared to the production model of commercial cinema, microbudget production is 

a process of “capturing” the film, as opposed to “building” it.   The microbudget filmmaker can 

be likened to a sculptor finding his artwork in a mass of rock, rather than a painter facing a blank 

canvas. Due to the inherent lack of resources – whether an army of experienced personnel or a 

wealth of material means – the microbudget filmmaker is forced to adapt to what “is” rather than 

remake reality in the image of what he/she would like it to be.  This necessitates an aesthetic and 

production mechanism built for malleability and fluidity, but can result in a more compelling 

product.  This compulsory flexibility manifested itself in a number of ways during the making of 

The Happiest Place on Earth.  In some instances, it enabled us to overcome unforeseen 

obstacles.  In others, it served as a form of creative inspiration. 

Due to our limited access to locations, the need to move quickly to make each day, and 

our Dogme 95 aesthetic, we abandoned the idea of a traditional shot list.  Instead, we arrived at a 

standard method of gathering coverage consisting of a static wide shot and a handheld shot 

tracking the action as tightly as possible, which we dubbed a “follow shot.”   Each scene was 

played twice in its entirety from each angle to insure the footage would cut together and to 

capture the performances as naturally as possible.  Based on performance, lighting conditions, 

the physical spaces, and the content of the scene, we would augment this with more angles or 
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more takes.  I provided assistant director Austin Boggs with estimates of how many shots I 

wanted for each scene for the purposes of scheduling. 

At the same time, we used both a boom microphone and wireless lavaliere microphones 

to record sound in most instances.  Whenever characters appeared off camera, their lavaliere was 

clipped outside their clothing to reduce lavaliere noise and therefore “steal” another clean 

production audio track.  This also gave us more options during setups that were particularly 

tricky, as we could rely on whichever recording source worked best for the situation. 

As quickly as this approach allowed us to work, our flexibility was absolutely 

necessitated by shooting with natural and practical light.  We made an aesthetic decision to shoot 

as many of our exterior scenes as possible during “magic hour” and to avoid shooting under 

direct overhead sunlight whenever possible.  This meant that some days we were forced to set up 

for three and four scenes inside and outside of our principal location, and move between them 

according to the position of the sun and the amount of cloud cover, necessitating an art 

department capable of thinking on its feet, and lots of quick wardrobe changes from our actors. 

This was complicated by the fact that our wardrobe stylist had limited availability and 

perhaps had not had her responsibilities clearly explained.  She had created the initial wardrobe 

breakdowns and consulted with each of the actors on the first day of shooting, but after I was 

forced to correct some misconceptions regarding wardrobe continuity, the actors began to rely on 

me for guidance, which was just as well, because she stopped showing up.   On a few days, we 

moved quickly enough that we had the opportunity to shoot scenes ahead of schedule, forcing 

our lead actress to make a quick trip home or have her husband bring by an item so that we could 

manage our time and light efficiently. 
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Perhaps the most challenging aspect of dealing with wardrobe and makeup continuity 

occurred during the second week.  I had insisted throughout the preproduction process of 

scheduling and budgeting that due to shooting using available light and DSLR cameras, off-the-

shelf cosmetics would be sufficient for every scene.  I allowed myself to be talked into bringing 

on a makeup artist for at least a few scenes, specifically surrounding Maggie’s visit to Sterling’s 

house.  Because we could not afford professionals and had not originally planned on it, therefore 

providing late notice, we were forced to bring on students at a local beauty academy.  The 

process of shooting this sequence wound up taking far longer than it should have, disrupted our 

momentum, and turned out to be unusable due to the makeup.  Our efforts to make up for this the 

following day resulted in our longest shooting day, and helped contribute to the only week we 

fell behind schedule. 

Another factor that contributed to falling behind schedule that week was our location 

shoot on the Atlantic Coast.  We had planned a two-day trip in which we would shoot several 

scenes near Sebastian Inlet featuring Maggie, Ellen, and Detective Jenkins before staying in a 

motel – where we would pick up a scene of Jonah – before capturing Jonah’s camping trip the 

following day with a skeleton crew on Mosquito Lagoon near Canaveral National Seashore.  A 

scheduled shuttle launch at Kennedy Space Center scrapped the plans for the two-day trip, so we 

adjusted our shooting schedule to focus on the camping sequence.  But when we arrived at our 

location, faulty intelligence regarding the boats available for rent meant that we would not be 

able to transport our gear to our desired camping spot.   

We reallocated our savings from having not booked motel rooms, enabling us to track 

down and hire a fishing charter captain on the spot.  He took us, kayak in tow, to a picturesque 

location in Ponce Inlet we never would have found on our own, where we raced the setting sun 
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to get our footage of Jonah setting up camp and kayaking toward the horizon.  During one of the 

takes, the kayak capsized, and we lost Jonah’s wedding ring.  This would not have been quite so 

critical a situation were it not for the fact that we were using my own wedding band as a stand-in.  

We stopped shooting and began searching, losing the rest of the shooting day and necessitating 

another trip at the end of the principal photography period to re-shoot the entire sequence. This 

second trip turned out to be a blessing in disguise, as in the meantime we discovered a more 

appropriate flotation vest for Jonah to wear given the context of the scene. 

Similar adjustments on the fly were required nearly every day throughout production.  

We were forced to respond to surprises ranging from actors revealing their discomfort with 

elements of the script, to the theft of a bicycle to be used in the closing sequences of the film 

after part of the sequence had already been shot, to a power outage at a location to which we’d 

lucked into when others fell through.  This last incident would have been easy to overcome due 

to shooting with natural light, but was complicated by the fact that the power outage prompted 

the alarm system to emit a warning beep every minute, making it impossible to record clean 

audio until power was restored. 

Responding to these “crisis” situations, the likes of which are encountered on every film 

set, is an exercise in embracing the reality of what “is” rather than what “should be” and finding 

a way to keep working regardless.  This may mean discovering how to turn the surprise to one’s 

advantage, finding a way to work around obstacles, or it may mean compromise. When the mode 

of production is more fluid than fixed, as was the case due to our shooting style, this is more 

easily accomplished.   Furthermore, when the screenplay is composed as an accumulation of 

small moments rather than hung on a handful of major set pieces, the pain of compromise 

becomes more palatable. 
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This is not to say that every effort should not be made to avoid artistic compromise.   Our 

shooting schedule was a fluid document throughout principal photography, being revised at least 

three times, all to make up for surprises we could not turn to our advantage, forcing us to tackle 

troublesome scenes anew.  Nearly a year on from principal photography, we are still scheduling 

pickup days not only to correct issues that have arisen unexpectedly during post-production, but 

also to compensate for the consequence of compromises made during the initial shoot.  

Working in the Dark 

The transition from creating on the fly for hours each day with generous collaborators to 

sifting through hours of footage alone in a dark room is a shock to the system more difficult to 

absorb than any of the surprises on set.  Removal from the cumulative energy of the creative 

team leaves a void that makes the monumental task of post-production on a feature film even 

more grueling.  This has been true even with an editor on board, because ultimately the 

responsibility for finishing the film – and the quality of the final product – still falls to me. 

One factor that made this process even harder was my decision prior to production that 

we would edit on Adobe Premiere Pro.  The logic of this decision was in part to bypass the 

process of transcoding, instead editing our footage natively, and in part because I have no 

experience with Final Cut Pro, thus theoretically I could take a more active role in post if we 

edited using Premiere Pro.  However, the UCF Film Department has exactly one workstation 

outfitted with Premiere Pro, and no student can expect to completely monopolize it, although we 

have come close.  Furthermore, there is a scarcity of editors around the program and the area 

proficient in Premiere Pro. 

Using Final Cut Pro would have allowed us a dedicated workspace downtown at the 

Center for Emerging Media, rather than battling BFAs for the Capstone suite on campus 
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equipped with Adobe CS5.  It would also have opened up a wider set of potential collaborators in 

post-production.  Not only would this have addressed the absence of collaborative energy in 

post-production, but could have balanced the workload and time commitment more evenly 

among multiple editors.  Perhaps this would have also facilitated bringing on someone with 

specialized skills in post-production sound or color correction.  Such concurrent and overlapping 

work would have likely sped up the process and compressed the timeline for completion. 

Both the complexity of the script and the compromises made during principal 

photography also conspired to complicate the task of post-production.  On the page, the small 

moments that make up The Happiest Place on Earth fit together in a very specific way designed 

to create a particular experience for the reader.  However, due to the flexibility of the production 

model and the compromises made during production, the screenplay was a much less useful 

document in post-production.  Even with thorough notes from the script supervisor, it proved 

difficult for my editor to fit together the pieces of the puzzle in a way that resembled the overall 

effect of the story on paper. 

I typed twenty single-spaced pages of notes for my editor upon his first assembly, 

evaluating nearly every take in the process of compiling them.  However, as exemplified by the 

aforementioned issues with the screenplay and script notes, written instructions regarding editing 

in a time-based visual medium do not translate all that smoothly.  Furthermore, the specificity 

and detail of the notes, when combined with my editor’s inexperience, likely served to 

undermine his own instincts.  Trusting one’s own sensibilities is fundamentally necessary to 

addressing issues of rhythm and pacing, where many of the problems lie with the version of the 

film referenced herein.  
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Another factor that made post-production more arduous than expected was my failed 

“second unit” experiment.  Early in fall 2010, I pitched to a BFA cinematography class, and 

posted flyers around the UCF communications building, both in a call for footage to include in 

my film. A central part of my planned aesthetic was the use of interstitial footage to comment on 

the action throughout the film, particularly while transitioning between sequences.  The idea was 

to capitalize on DSLR video culture and its many enthusiasts who regularly post footage to sites 

like Vimeo.  This footage tends to possess a lyrical quality I hoped to include in my film.  I 

wanted to link the progression of the narrative to imagery showing the promises of the American 

Dream and how they are regularly broken in the world around us. This would serve broaden the 

thematic scope of the story by placing the characters of Maggie and Jonah firmly within the 

context of their surroundings, in the manner of Italian Neorealism.  Having this type of imagery 

at our disposal in post-production would also likely serve as a valuable resource in adapting to 

the footage from principal photography and its departure from the script. 

I did manage to solicit interest from three of my American Cinema students, and each 

ultimately contributed footage, but the functionality of the second unit was predicated on the idea 

of habitually seeking footage expressing this dynamic, and therefore spontaneously discovering 

moments that could not be scripted.  However, the acquisition process of each of the students 

who participated involved a single scheduled shoot, meaning that the sample size was not wide 

enough to net the organic strokes of genius I was after.  In retrospect, it likely would have made 

more sense for director of photography Jeffrey Gross and I to meet habitually to shoot this kind 

of footage throughout the year preceding production, as we were both already engaged in the 

process of how to visually express the ideas of the script, and have now been forced to do so 

after the fact, anyway. 
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A Modest Proposal 

Whatever their merits, the preceding pages still only scratch the surface of the lessons 

imparted by the process resulting in The Happiest Place on Earth. I am proud of the product of 

that process – it is certainly my greatest artistic accomplishment even before it undergoes the 

“finishing” process – and hope to see it maximize its potential – whatever that is. Yet the 

educational value of the process is no doubt superior to anything the film itself will ever be.  

That process was facilitated by the academic context of the film project, which not only provided 

practical support without which the film could not have been made, but also served as a 

laboratory environment in which to test all the thinking I have ever done about filmmaking. That 

laboratory environment is one of the only contexts in the cinema that allows risks to be taken 

simply for the potential learning that such risk-taking might facilitate.    

Because the cinema today is dominated by Hollywood, which in the 2010s is as 

commercially preoccupied an industry as it ever has been – if not more so – environments in 

which risks are allowed, never mind encouraged, are few and far between.  This is especially true 

of the American cinema. Unlike most other nations, the United States government has, for the 

most part, proved disinterested in promoting the movies as art or culture, and thus has allowed 

the marketplace, dominated by the six major Hollywood studios, to dictate for the most part what 

American audiences see and how they see it.  This means that the overwhelming majority of the 

films to which the American movie audience is exposed are mostly homogeneous. Ideologically, 

they represent the interests of the ruling classes – the multi-national corporate conglomerates that 

finance their production – and are made with the purpose of preserving the existing social order 

or transforming it to even better serve their interests.  
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For most of the history of the cinema in the United States and around the world, the sheer 

cost of the equipment and materials necessary to make movies have made filmmakers beholden 

to their financiers and the whims of the marketplace.  The restrictions created by this hegemony 

have not always been impossible to transcend; during the classic period of the studio era and the 

era of studio-distributed independent production that reached its creative zenith in the 1970s, 

many films were made which challenged the dominant ideological and artistic conventions of the 

American cinema. But as the Reagan era dawned, the freedom and ability of filmmakers to 

challenge these conventions and reach an audience with their nonconformist work waned.  This 

is not to say that films which challenged convention were no longer made, simply that the 

business model of the American movie industry has steadily moved toward the pre-branded, big-

budget, star- and special effects-laden “sure bet.” 

The digital age has laid the groundwork for a revolutionary decentralization of the film 

culture in the United States.  The means of production are cheaper and more accessible than ever, 

as are the channels of distribution.  These conditions create as favorable an environment as ever 

to remake the American cinema in the image of the great “unwashed” masses, to create films as 

diverse artistically and ideologically as the country itself, to realize the democratic values 

Americans purportedly hold dear.  Central to this potential cinematic revolution is the 

microbudget model. 

The microbudget model, like the academic environment, encourages risk by necessitating 

them. If an American filmmaker with limited resources wants to connect with an audience, 

creating a film that imitates the industrial model and thus competes directly with Hollywood is 

doomed to failure.   Taking risks and challenging conventions are imperative to the microbudget 

filmmaker, as they are the only way to differentiate one’s films from the masses in any respect 
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other than “quality,” “production value,” or cost, which have been conflated in the mind of the 

American viewer to be one and the same.   

Furthermore, when the production costs of films are low, so are the consequences of 

failure.  $50,000 – or even $7,000 – is not an insignificant amount of money to recoup, but it is 

possible to do so without being forced to swear allegiance to the oligarchs of Hollywood.  

Crowd-funding platforms like Kickstarter and IndieGoGo, distribution channels like iTunes – or 

better yet, Dynamo – and social media like Facebook and Twitter enable direct connections 

between the artist and the filmmaker, making the audience the patron, not a third party more 

concerned with its own interests than that of either artist or audience.  

Business models like that of Unwashed Entertainment, which is funded by donations 

from its audience and shares revenue evenly among its creators can help reduce the amount of 

capital necessary to finance a production, and in its very nature challenges the tenets of 

American capitalism promoted by Hollywood for decades.  Aesthetic approaches like that of 

Dogme 95 can empower filmmakers to find a film from the raw materials of life, utilizing the 

photorealistic nature of the medium to communicate what “is” rather than what the ruling classes 

– or anyone else – would like us to believe. Narrative approaches that defy genre convention and 

focus on the concerns of the common man, including his limitations, can reveal the fallacies 

inherent in the Hollywood worldview.  Thus, in the terms set forth by Stephen Crofts in 

“Reconceptualising National Cinemas,” the micro-budget American film can serve as the variety 

of national cinema which “differ[s], but do[es] not compete directly but do[es] directly critique 

Hollywood. ” (Crofts 44) 
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CHAPTER TWO: PICTURE 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 1: Maggie (Jennifer Faith Ward) and Jonah (Tom Kemnitz, Jr.) deliberate about buying their first home.  
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Figure 2: Randall (Dennis Marsico) has bad news for Jonah.  
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Figure 3: Maggie and Jonah debate whether to "cut corners."  
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Figure 4: Jonah goes camping.  
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Figure 5: Ellen (Peg O'Keef) urges Maggie to seek legal counsel. 
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH MATERIALS 

 

Screenplay 

The following pages include the shooting script from which the production schedule and 

script breakdowns were created.    The numbers at the top right will indicate the script page 

number.  Scene numbers can be found next to the heading of each scene. This script does not 

account for changes during production or post-production.  As stated in the introduction, the 

production model was created specifically to allow to for organic creativity on set and in the 

editing room. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: MARKETING PLAN 

 

IndieGoGo 

The Happiest Place on Earth has been funded exclusively through donations from 

family, friends, and other fans.  The bulk of this financing was obtained through our crowd-

funding campaign on IndieGoGo, in which donor contributions earned perks ranging from on-

screen credit – for $5 – to a merchandise package including a copy of the film on DVD/Blu-Ray 

disc, an “I Survived Capitalism” T-shirt, a poster, and a bound copy of the screenplay (for $100).  

Our first responsibility is to produce and deliver this merchandise to the appropriate donors.  In 

doing so, we fulfill our only marketing obligations to our “backers” and are free to explore any 

and all options to expand the audience for the film further.  Our priorities in doing so are 

advancing the careers of all those who made the film, and actualizing the value of the ownership 

stake of the members of Unwashed Entertainment, LLC.  To do either, we must find a broader 

audience for the film, beyond those who initially funded it. 

IFP Labs 

 The first step toward taking our film to a broader audience is maximizing its potential in 

the marketplace. Toward this end, we will submit the cut of the film that accompanies this 

document for consideration by the IFP Labs, an initiative by the Independent Filmmaker Project 

to nurture first-time feature filmmakers with at least a rough cut of their film through the process 

of readying the “final cut” with which they will enter the marketplace, and navigating that 

marketplace to maximize the performance of their films when they do.  Filmmakers accepted 

into the IFP program participate in an Editing Lab in June, a Marketing Lab in September, and a 

Distribution Lab in December. 
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Festival Strategy 

In conventional, “old world” models of distribution, festivals are most valued as venues to 

attain distribution and/or representation.  However, our festival strategy is designed to build an 

audience for the film that can be targeted when the film is eventually self-distributed, or 

distributed via a “split-rights” hybrid model.  As such, top-tier festivals are significant for their 

brand names, not for their deal-making potential, and the length of the festival run shall not 

exceed one single calendar year.  Because of the inherent disadvantages stacked against small 

films such as ours attaining distribution and/or representation are the same odds we must 

overcome to be accepted by festivals, we will not submit to any festival with less than a “final 

cut.” 

With “final cut” estimated for late summer 2012, we are targeting renowned festivals such as 

Sundance, Rotterdam, Berlin, SXSW, and Tribeca for the film’s world, national, and/or 

international premieres.   These festivals carry name recognition in themselves and serve as 

“gatekeepers” for the remainder of the festival circuit, as well as benchmarks of quality in the 

marketplace, although the influence of the latter continues to decline in a perpetually more 

saturated and segmented media landscape.  Being accepted to one or more of these festivals 

would create significant momentum during the first quarter of our initial year of release. 

Concurrent with the initial round of submissions, we will also submit to important regional 

festivals around the U.S. – Florida, Nashville, Cleveland – and second-tier international festivals 

– Edinburgh, Galway, Karlovy/Vary – in the hopes of either still landing a world premiere in a 

noteworthy venue if the film is not accepted at a top-tier festival, or to continue the momentum if 

it is.  By the latter half of 2013, we will be submitting to a mix of lesser-known festivals with 

cachet like the Hamptons International Film Festival and Woodstock International Film 
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Festivals; lower-tier festivals for which we are more obvious candidates, like the Virginia Film 

Festival or the First Glance FilmFest; and lesser-tier international festivals held at late dates to 

which we fit specific programming criteria, like the Deauville Film Festival in France (open to 

American films only) and the Mannheim/Heidelberg Film Festival in Germany (open only to 

first-time directors.) 

At each festival we can attend, we will collaborate with local students to mobilize a “street 

team” to publicize the film.  This street team will distribute the usual postcards with screening 

times, but also post “teaser flyers.”  These flyers will resemble “missing persons” notices, and 

direct anyone with information on the whereabouts of Jonah Price to call a number which will 

reach a voice mailbox with a greeting from “Maggie Price.” Other members of the street team 

will interview festival-goers about their personal experience with the evaporating American 

Dream, to be edited together into content for our website.  In this way, we would engage both the 

generic – noir mystery – and thematic hooks of the film through our festival presence. Other 

representatives of the film will sell physical merchandise like DVD/Blu-Ray discs, T-shirts, and 

posters after screenings.  Everyone involved will work to compile a mailing list for our self-

distribution efforts. 

Non-Theatrical Screenings 

 The festival run will be augmented by a series of non-theatrical screenings in cities where 

festival screenings will not be held.  These screenings will focus on local arts and/or educational 

venues, and audiences affiliated with the #Occupy movement, which mobilizes activism against 

socioeconomic injustice.  All screenings hosted by organizations with 501(c)3 status will not 

charge admission, but all non-theatrical screenings will offer the opportunity to sell physical 

merchandise and build our mailing list. 
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Digital Self-Distribution 

 Following our “tour” through the festival circuit and non-theatrical venues, we will 

utilize our extensive mailing list to distribute online via Dynamo Player, which offers 70 percent 

of revenue to producers and no upfront costs, and allows producers to set their own prices.   The 

player will be featured on our website and Facebook page, and the links will be e-mailed to key 

contacts in online media made during our festival and non-theatrical screening run, as well as our 

entire mailing list. 

 Our first efforts at digital self-distribution will begin during the festival submission 

process, when we launch a Café Press store on our website to sell merchandise with the “I 

Survived Capitalism” logo.  Café Press offers the opportunity to sell designs on 250+ products, 

with no start-up costs, commissions on all products sold in their merchants’ online stores, and 

performance bonuses for particularly well-performing shops.  This online store will remain open 

for the life of the film, and be publicized using the mailing lists and live events in the same 

manner as the film itself. 

 After a period of about one year of selling the film exclusively via Dynamo Player, we 

will submit the film for consideration by aggregators such as Distribber, The Film Collaborative, 

and/or New Video, in an attempt to get the film onto all the most popular online platforms, 

including Hulu Plus, Amazon, iTunes, and Netflix.  These digital streaming and download-to-

own distribution channels will serve as a long-term, low-maintenance home for the film, and its 

widest release.   This will serve the purpose of reaching the maximum audience, providing 

exposure for the filmmakers’ careers, but will spell the end of any substantial revenue for 

Unwashed Entertainment LLC and its members, due to the revenue splits associated with these 

deals. 
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Poster 

 

Figure 6: Official Poster
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APPENDIX A: BUDGET 
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APPENDIX B: PRODUCTION SCHEDULE 
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Shooting Schedule
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Cast Day Out of Days  
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APPENDIX C: CHAIN OF TITLE 
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Library of Congress Certificate of Registration  
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APPENDIX D: MUSIC SYNCHRONIZATION LICENSES 
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Composer Agreements 

The current cut of The Happiest Place on Earth features no copyrighted music, although a score will be 
composed for the final cut by an as-yet-undetermined artist. 
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APPENDIX E: CREDIT LIST 
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Production Staff 

Written and Directed by    JOHN GOSHORN 
Produced by      JOHN GOSHORN 

KATE JACOBS 
JULIE OPALA 

Director of Photography    JEFFREY GROSS 
Production Designer     ELIZABETH SUTPHIN 
Edited by      ALAN PARKER 
Digital Asset Manager    BEN TAYLOR 
Assistant Director     AUSTIN BOGGS 
Sound Mixer/Boom Operator    JOE CAULFIELD 
Post-Production Sound    MARCO DIGEORGE 
Assistant Camera     ALEX LAZIN 
Additional Assistant Camera    BEN TAYLOR 
Additional Photography by    ENRIQUE FERNANDEZ-BRAVO 
       BENJAMIN MICHEL 
       ALEKSEY SIMAN 
Script Supervisor     RYAN O’GRADY 
Wardrobe Assistant     AMBER JOZWIAK  
Makeup Artist      MARK SCHLICK 
Set Dresser      SARAH COLE 
Set Dresser      RICHARD RUSSELL 
Location Scout     JOE SWEREDOSKI 
Catering and Craft Services by   SYDNI GONZALEZ 
       BETH MATHIS 

BERNARD SCHWAB 
Art Department Production Assistants  JUSTIN BOWSER 

ANGELINA LEE 
REBECCA WACK 

Casting Production Assistants   LINDSE FLETCHER 
GINA NEGRON 

Behind-the-Scenes Videographer   ALLISON TATE-CORTESE 
Web Services       MARCO DIGEORGE 
       BRUCE JACOBS 
Water Transportation by    INLET CHARTERS 
Legal Services by     CHRISSIE SCELSI 
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Cast 

Maggie Price      JENNIFER FAITH WARD 
Jonah Price      TOM KEMNITZ JR 
Evan Sterling      MARCO DIGEORGE 
Ellen Thomas      PEG O’KEEF 
Detective Darrell Jenkins    CHRIS LINDSAY 
Don Mason      DANIEL WACHS 
Lacey Boothe      JANELLE FIGUEROA 
Phil Randall      DENNIS MARSICO 
Melanie Patton     KAREN LEBLANC 
Realtor       CARMEN SERRANO GIUBILEI 
Morty       TONY RIHA 
Dispatcher      ELIZABETH SUTPHIN 
Mark Alexander     BERNIE ASK 
Susan Stillman     BARBARA LOGAN 
Justin Whitehead     LEON SALEM 
Jonah’s Fellow Interviewee    RUSSELL CLIFFORD 
Diners in Restaurant     AMBER JOZWIAK 
       LINDSE FLETCHER 
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APPENDIX F: CALL SHEETS 

The following are the call sheets for every day of production.  The complete call sheets 

are included for the first and last day of shooting, and the top sheet for every day in between. 
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Day 1 
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Day 2 
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Day 3 
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Day 4 
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Day 5 
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Day 6 
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Day 7 
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Day 8 
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Day 9 
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Day 10 
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Day 11 
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Day 12 
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Day 13 
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Day 14 
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Day 15 
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Day 16 
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Day 17 
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Day 18 
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Day 19 
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Day 20 
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Day 21 
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Day 22 
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Day 23 
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Day 24 
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APPENDIX G: PRODUCTION REPORTS 

 
 

Daily production reports were filed for the first nineteen days of production.  Once 

producer Julie Opala left the production to move out of state, no more production reports were 

filed. 
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Day 1  
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Day 2 
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Day 3 
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Day 4 
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Day 5 
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Day 6 
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Day 7 
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Day 8  
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Day 9 
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Day 10 
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Day 11 
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Day 12 
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Day 13 
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Day 14 
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Day 15 
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Day 16 
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Day 17 
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Day 18 
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Day 19 
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APPENDIX H: FINAL COST REPORT 
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APPENDIX I: CONTRACTS AND AGREEMENTS 
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LLC Operating Agreement 

Sample Operating Agreement:  
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List of Operating Agreement Signatories: 
 

Bernie Ask 

Marco DiGeorge 

Carmen Serrano Giubilei 

John Goshorn 

Jeffrey Gross 

Kate Jacobs 

Tom Kemnitz, Jr. 

Karen LeBlanc 

Chris Lindsay 

Julie Opala 

Alan Parker 

Tony Riha 

Richard Russell 

Leon Salem 

Ben Taylor 

Daniel Wachs 

Jennifer Faith Ward 
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Crew Deal Memos 

Sample Crew Deal Memo: 
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List of Crew Deal Signatories: 
 

Austin Boggs 

Sarah Cole 

Jeffrey Gross 

Kate Jacobs 

Ryan O’Grady 

Julie Opala 

Alan Parker 

Richard Russell 

Elizabeth Sutphin 

Benjamin Taylor  
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Talent Releases 

Sample Talent Release 
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6.    PUBLICITY: The employee shall not directly or indirectly circulate, publish, or otherwise disseminate 
any news story, article, book, social media or other publicity concerning  The Happiest Place on Earth 
(the “Picture”), or the performer's or others' services without the production company's prior consent. 
Performer has permission to show a video tape/disc of the picture in connection with seeking future 
employment. Production company shall have the right to use the performer's name, voice, picture and 
likeness in connection with the picture, the advertising and publicizing thereof, and any promotional 
films or clips respecting the picture without additional compensation therefore. 

 
7.    ARBITRATION: This agreement shall be interpreted in accordance with the laws of the State of 
Florida, applicable to agreements executed and to be wholly performed therein. Any controversy or 
claim arising out of or in relation to this agreement or the validity, construction or performance of this 
agreement, or the breach thereof, shall be resolved by arbitration in accordance with the rules and 
procedures of the American Arbitration Association under its jurisdiction in Florida before a single 
arbitrator familiar with entertainment law. The parties agree hereto that they will abide by and perform 
any award rendered in any arbitration conducted pursuant hereto, that any court having jurisdiction 
thereof may issue a judgment based upon such award and that the prevailing party in such arbitration 
and/or confirmation proceeding shall be entitled to recover its reasonable attorney's fees and expenses. 
The arbitration will be held in Florida and any award shall be final, binding and non-appealable. 

 
 

 
Date                                                                                                                      Signature 

 
 

Signature of Parent/Guardian 
 

 
Street Address 

 
 

City, State, Zip Code, Country 
 

 
Telephone Number 

 

 
Social Security Number 
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List of Talent Release Signatories 
 

Bernie Ask 

Marco DiGeorge 

Janelle Figueroa 

Carmen Serrano Giubilei 

Tom Kemnitz, Jr. 

Karen LeBlanc 

Chris Lindsay 

Peg O’Keef 

Tony Riha  

Leon Salem 

Jennifer Faith Ward 
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Atmosphere Releases 

Sample Background Talent Release 
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List of Background Talent Release Signatories 
 
Russell Clifford 

Lindse Fletcher 

Amber Jozwiak 

A.J. Nickell  
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Location Agreements 

Sample Location Agreement 
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List of Location Agreement Signatories 
 

Montessori School/1300 Armstrong Dr. Titusville, FL 

East Side Bistro/12001 Avalon Lake Dr Ste F, Orlando, FL 

Residence of Gail and Morrris Remmers/3375 Carriage Lake Drive, Orlando, FL 

Residence of Mary Ellen Davies/1040 Shinnecock Hills Drive, Orlando, FL 

Christo’s Café/1815 Edgewater Drive, Orlando, FL 

Orlando Science Center/777 E. Princeton Street, Orlando, FL 

Wachovia Bank/301 S. Orlando Ave., Maitland, FL 

Landmark Custom Homes/420 Muirfield Loop, Reunion FL 
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Insurance Certificates 

Sample Certificate 
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List of Certificates Issued 
 
UCF Film Department/Attn: Jon Bowen 

Gail Remmers 

Canaveral National Seashore/US Federal Gov’t 

Tribune Company/Orlando Sentinel 
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Equipment Rentals 

 

UCF Film Agreements 
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Legal Services Agreement 
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